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Abstract. A meaningful feature of the helicopter industry compared to the other
aeronautical industries is the production of transmissions: the essential components
for driving the power from the engines to the rotor blades. Transmissions are
composed of gears most of which are vital for flight safe; hence gears are requested
to be designed and manufactured with a very high quality standard. One of the
widely diffused processes to manufacture helicopter gears is electron beam welding
(EBW), whose nondestructive testing must assure high sensitivity and defect
detection capability, independently by the defect position or orientation in the joint.
It was just to answer to this requirement that a special application of the ultrasonic
scattering (“delta” technique) has been introduced, starting from the early seventies,
in the automatic scanning inspection of welded joints. This technical paper shows
the results of research and development activities recently completed in our
laboratories for the application of the delta technique aimed at improving results
understanding and to get reliable knowledge support to make better effective the
requirements management, the compliance with application limits and the correct
use of the results itself. To explain the way to inspect proficiently a welded joint by
this scattering technique, both theoretical and phenomenological aspects, which are
basis for interpretation of this special testing process, are described. Moreover some
experimental highlights, reached by research activities that validate the technique
application, its limits and advantages, are illustrated. Specifically the paper describes
how the excellent sensitivity to little discontinuities, compared to traditional
ultrasonic techniques, cannot be simply evaluated and interpreted by conventional
criteria as, for example, the classical correlation between size (diameter) and echo
amplitude to estimate the dimension of a discontinuity.

Description of the Technique
To better understand practice and procedures for ultrasonic inspection of welded joints by
means of this scattering technique, a descriptive sketch is explained which collects and
reviews both theoretical and phenomenological aspects, which are basis for interpretation
of this special testing process. The schematic approach is chosen since the complexity of
the interaction between ultrasonic energy and welded joint structure/discontinuities implies
notable difficulties to manage and explain a complete theoretical exposition. Nevertheless
the theoretical aspects to support and confirm the experimental results and to validate the
correct application of the delta technique are briefly described.
Ultrasonic Beam Propagation
As an example, refer to illustration into figure 1 concerning a circumferential EBW joint
developed around a cylindrical surface. Sketch shows the bead, usually surface machined,
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in a view of a section parallel to the axis of the water immersed cylinder. The transmitter
ultrasonic transducer is shown on the top-left side of the figure, and tilted setup is proper to
origin, by mode conversion at water-metal interface, shear waves traveling with an angle of
about 60° into the metal thickness. While the receiver ultrasonic transducer remains fixed,
faced to the joint at a suitable distance to not intercept the main component of the primary
ultrasonic beam, the transmitter is moved down getting as result that shear waves scan the
whole joint thickness, from the outer to the inner diameter. Rotating the cylinder around its
axis, with a transmitter-shift suitably synchronized motion, the full volume of the bead can
be examined taking also into account the trigonometric ratio between scan extent for the
transmitter search unit (“Z” excursion) and the “S” thickness of the joint to be inspected:
Z = S ⋅ tan 58°

(1)
This equation gives a minimum theoretical
value to be in any case verified on a reference
standard with notches and/or flat bottom holes
(FBH) close to outer and inner diameters to
check the actual scanning limits and be sure
that the proper full thickness joint is suitably
reached by the ultrasonic beam.

Scattering Waves Generation
If the welded joint inspected with this scan
setup is free from discontinuities, the receiver
does not reveal any indication, apart from
background noise mainly due to coarsegrained structure in the melted zone. But if the
welded joint contains some discontinuities
Figure 1
(sketched, for example, as two red strokes in
figure 1 at the outer and inner ends of the bead) they become sources of scattered quasispherical compression secondary waves, therefore proficiently detectable by the receiver
faced to the joint. These statements need some explanatory enhancements. Ultrasonic beam
scattering is characteristic for discontinuities of the same order of magnitude (Mie
scattering) or smaller (Rayleigh scattering) of the primary ultrasonic beam wavelength and
it is distinguished from the so-called geometric scattering or “reflection”, typical of
discontinuities whose sizes are greater than wavelength and for which are applicable the
common laws of geometrical acoustics. In any case it is important to take into consideration
that common discontinuities in a welded joint, as porosities, lacks of fusion or cold-shuts,
can produce at the same time the three kind of scattering, at the commonly used ultrasonic
frequencies. This is particularly true for the technique matter of this paper: in fact, for a
more complete treatise, some authors [1], [2] refers to “delta” effect as a combination of
events occurring at the material-discontinuity interface, involving a sharing out of
ultrasonic energy into: reflection, mode conversion, reradiation of spherical waves
according with Huygens principle, resulting in a fan-like distribution of ultrasonic energy
from the discontinuity, and therefore from the joint.
The scattered energy component exploited to find these discontinuities is just the spherical
reradiated one, since it can reach the receiver search unit even if the orientation of the
source-discontinuity is not precisely aligned to the receiver itself. Unfortunately, the
amplitude of the resultant ultrasonic signal is quite weak and not straightaway correlatable
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to the discontinuity size [2], at least it is not taken for granted that classical correlation
between signal amplitude and area of the FBH is more applicable. Check of possible
correlation in the case of delta scattering was part of the survey activities carried out on a
representative type specimen and described in the experimental section of this paper.
Regarding the relative weakness of significative signal, location of the receiver, faced to the
bead but not to the transmitter (figure 1) has to be chosen in order to avoid that primary
beam intercepts receiver itself, since primary beam intensity is some order of magnitude
greater than scattered beam intensity. This setup allows also technique to have no indication
due to echoes from the part surfaces, permitting so the detection of discontinuities even if
located close to inner/outer surfaces (dead zone, in the conventional pulse-echo inspection).
At the end of this phenomenological description both the advantages and the limits in the
application of this technique are summarized.

Advantages
Delta technique has basically two advantages compared to traditional pulse-echo or through
transmission ultrasonic techniques:
• the receiver search unit detect a signal only if a discontinuity is present;
• the ultrasonic beam quasi-spherical scattering increases the probability that a randomly
oriented discontinuity could be detected anyway.
Partly associated to previous advantages, two further features have own importance:
• delta technique is suitable to reveal discontinuities even if very close to surface;
• high sensitivity to very small discontinuities, compared to traditional ultrasonic
techniques.
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Limits
Delta technique has the following limiting aspects:
• it is quite more complex than ordinary inspection techniques;
• classical area-amplitude correlation is not applicable as for conventional pulse-echo
(reflection) technique;
• for some welded joints the scattered ultrasonic signal noise level could be very high.
Concerning this last problem, it’s proper to specify that an high noise level could be due to
surface roughness and coarse joint crystalline structure. In fact welding process produces
also an increase in grain size into the heat affected zone and mainly in the melted zone. In
figure 2A (detail of an EBW joint metallographic section), structures of base metal, heat
affected and melted zones are discernible together with the grain growing into the direction
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of heat removal. Grain boundary or alignment of some grain boundaries (see also figure
2B) can reach size of the same order of magnitude than discontinuities to be detected,
becoming themselves scatterers of ultrasonic noise at a level sometimes not ignorable and
that could be confused with defect indications if concentrated in specific areas.

Experimental Practice and Results
Activities have been focused on three major topics, and precisely:
• Check of possible correlation between delta-scattered ultrasonic signal amplitude and
discontinuity (FBH) size on a representative type specimen.
• Automatic delta-shuttle inspection on cylindrical samples, welded with intentional
alterations in order to create actual defects; systematic inspection and comparison by
means of all the applicable NDT methods for industrial production (PT, MT, RT).
• Destructive examinations on real parts where the delta technique alone revealed defects
indications.
In this section, analysis configurations, experimental activities criteria and achieved results,
particularly referred to the first topic, are explained, while only most important outcomes
from the second and third topic are briefly described.

Amplitude - Discontinuity Size Correlation
and Noise Evaluation

view from
drilling surface

Figure 3 shows the sketch of an AISI 9310
steel welded joint sample having twelve flat
bottom holes, different for diameter (mm 0.6,
0.8, 1.0, 1.2) and distance from the lateral
surfaces. FBH were drilled so that their
bottoms reached the center of an EBW bead,
previously realized and inspected to make sure
of absence of not foreseen discontinuities.
lateral section
Joint sizes (external diameter ∼100 mm, for a
view
wall thickness of about 6.8 mm) are on
bead center
average representative of EBW families
usually subjected to delta-shuttle inspection.
Presence of an actual bead, and therefore of a
typical coarse grain structure in the melted
zone, allowed to carry out quantitative
evaluations of noise level and comparing its
mean amount with echo amplitudes from
Figure 3
FBH, taking care to calibrate the 100% full
screen on the delta scattering ultrasonic signal
amplitude coming from the greater FBH (dia
1.2 mm), located at the center of wall thickness, and regulating gain in a way to keep all
FBH amplitude inside the vertical linearity range to allow comparative quantitative
evaluations between the different echo amplitudes. A pair of 10 MHz, spherically focused
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ultrasonic transducers, arranged as in figure 1, were used at proper distances to maximize
incident beam acoustic pressure and receiver resolution at the joint center.

Figure 4

The extent for scan indexing (0.2 mm) was selected so as getting the best map definition
and receiving any noise indication for evaluation. Figure 4 shows the delta-shuttle C-scan
map for the figure 3 sample, where the twelve FBH indications are distinguishable. For a
better clearness see enlarged detail, right lower side, of the four holes zone at half
thickness, the same FBH on which comparative quantitative evaluations were carried out
and numerical results are shown in experimental fitting curve in figure 5. The diagram into
figure 5 gathers exactly the following three data groups.

AMPLITUDE (% full screen)

experimental
fitting curve (theory-reflection)
fitting curve (experimental)

FBH DIAMETER (mm)
Figure 5
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Black fitting curve, enclosed as a reference, and consistent with classical correlation
between FBH size and reflected ultrasonic signal amplitude.
Blue fitting curve, corresponding to delta scattering ultrasonic signal amplitude actually
measured from each FBH, after calibrating exactly to 100% full screen the delta
scattering ultrasonic signal amplitude coming from the greater FBH and extrapolating
the value at axes’ origin by the realistic hypothesis that for discontinuities smaller than
realized, delta scattering tends to decrease to zero amplitude by uniform outline.
Red-hatched line, corresponding to average ultrasonic noise level, scattered and
randomly distributed on ultrasonic map.

Analysis of these data involves the following considerations.
•

•

UT-delta signal amplitude has a profile that is not the same of the so-called “reflection”
usual curve. Using this last one to evaluate possible discontinuity size with only
reference to max FBH amplitude, overestimation errors could be done for the reason
that at equal amplitude values for measured UT signal (ordinates in the diagram of
figure 5) the reflection curve intercepts FBH diameters (abscissas in the same diagram)
always greater as for experimental curve. As an example refer to 45% full screen
amplitude (black-dotted line and arrows) corresponding to less than 0.7 mm FBH dia
for experimental data whereas the classical reflection criteria would evaluate this
indication as correspondent to a 0.8 mm FBH dia. This estimation results from the
applied specific procedure (calibration on 1.2 mm FBH dia and test on other three
diameter decreasing FBH) and cannot be a priori extrapolated on different
configurations but confirms in any case that conventional criteria of amplitude/size
compensation cannot be used without a necessary preliminary survey validation.
The average level for representative noise indications was evaluated about 14% full
screen. This value (red-hatched line in figure 5) meets the extrapolated part of
experimental fitting curve just close to 0.3 mm abscissa, consistently, also if
approximately, with sizes of bigger grain boundaries, see figure 2B, which therefore can
reasonably be considered the main cause for scattered noise.

Systematic Comparison on Samples with Real Defects

AISI 9310 steel welded joint samples, similar to previous one for geometry, were realized
introducing during welding process some intentional alterations in joint alignment or
electron beam current uniformity in order to create actual defects.
Samples were then inspected by means of all the applicable usual NDT methods for
industrial production (PT, MT, RT) to achieve a systematic comparison with the automatic
delta-shuttle ultrasonic inspections carried out by means of the same equipment and
procedures developed on figure 3 sample, used now as reference standard to calibrate
equipment to a higher level of sensitivity: in this case 100% full screen amplitude for the
0.6 mm FBH, but having sufficient margin to leave the maximum noise level under 40%
full screen. Analysis of inspection results involves the following considerations. The more
interesting cases turned out to be on samples where the induced alterations produced
different kinds of discontinuities in a single joint. Particularly, on some specimens always
at least a zone occurs where the induced defect goes through different levels of appearance:
emerging, just sub-surface, internal and isolated. This assortment of flaw structures is
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testified by the fact that all the used NDT methods reveals at least a portion of them and
moreover RT inspection reveals a tiny indications spreading, mainly on the longitudinal
transition zone between lack of fusion and reinstatement of sound joint. Exactly on these
last kind of flaw structure, finally, the UT-delta technique detects indications of continuous
lengthened discontinuities of the same extent of, or just greater than, bead total length
interested by tiny radiographic indications distribution. It’s proper to specify that obviously
this distribution can be revealed by X-rays only for discontinuities as porosities or clear
lacks of fusion that intercept, with at least a dimension, the radiographic beam.

Figure 6

Nevertheless, being some anomalies introduced by an increasing misalignment of the
electron beam, it is possible that at the margins of the main and clear lack of fusion some
cold-shut zones could be produced just before the right alignment recovery. This kind of
discontinuity, whose edges are slightly and irregularly separated to not form a void
sufficient to be radiographically detected, proves instead to be well revealed by UT-delta
inspection, as verified and documented also by destructive evaluation on a real part where
only the UT-delta technique revealed a defect indication, then turned out to be a very thin
lack of fusion exactly located at the edge between melted and heat affected zones and close
to internal diameter which, on that configuration, is moreover an area not easily reached by
usual MT inspection. This lack of fusion, in some zones where edges are more close-fitting
(see detail in metallographic section, figure 6), could be better described just as cold-shut.
Conclusions
Concerning the achieved experimental results, the following conclusions can be inferred.
• The applicative specificity for UT-delta technique is the detection of discontinuities as
very thin lacks of fusion or cold-shuts, whose presence, also if considerable in
extension sometimes cannot be revealed by all the other common NDT methods.
• An amplitude-size correlation curve to estimate discontinuity size could be fitted and
used but only after a necessary preliminary survey validation.
• Discontinuities in the melted zone having sizes of the same order of magnitude or
smaller than grain boundaries could be undisclosed by UT-delta inspection for the
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•

reason that relevant indication signal could be confused with ultrasonic noise due to
coarse crystalline structure.
Nevertheless the porosities having sizes smaller than minimum reference FBH, usually
are critical only if so close to be regarded as “adjacent” and therefore “multiple”, and
their sizes and relative distances are in this case achievable with better sensitivity and
accuracy by the radiographic method.
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